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For two
weeks each
year, the
leadership
and staff
of VAA race
to raise
as much
money as
possible
for local
charities
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T

he engineering firm VAA has a long history of
philanthropy with community organizations. For
years, employees and leaders at the firm headquartered
in Plymouth, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis,
would raise money and volunteer their time during
events and campaigns that seemed to stretch nonstop
from the early summer through the end of the holiday
season.
“We started to feel like our employees were getting
hit with a lot,” says Jeff Schrock, CEO of VAA.
While VAA employees still participate in volunteer
events year-round, in recent years the firm has dedicated two weeks each August to a fundraising blitz for two charities
selected by an employee-run wellness and outreach team. The resulting effort, dubbed the Community Caring Campaign, has spurred
a sense of community—as well as a spirit of competition—among
employees as they raise as much money as possible within the time
frame.
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“We decided to go with the two-week time
frame to increase our sense of focus and
maximize our impact,” Schrock says. “It has
gone well. Compressing the schedule lends
itself to better results.”
In 2019, VAA employees in partnership
with their clients raised more than $50,000 for
two local nonprofits—Second Harvest Heartland
and Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners—
a number that is even more impressive considering the
size of the firm—approximately 150 employees.
While a simple call for donations would be unlikely to spur
generous donations, VAA staffers get energized for the two-week
campaign, which includes company get-togethers, an executive
dunk tank, games and prizes, and fierce competitions.
“Fun is a key element of these efforts,” Schrock says. “It needs
to be fun.”
CREATING A LINEUP OF EVENTS

Employee organizers tried out a variety of events in 2018, the
first year of the two-week blitz, trying to create the right mix of
activities that would both engage VAA staffers and raise funds
for the two charities. The results were sometimes surprising.
For example, in-office happy hours (where employees paid a fee
in the afternoon to enjoy beverages and music with their colleagues) turned out to be a dud. However, VAA employees went
wild for lunchtime bingo games that featured prizes such as gift
cards, cash, and hours of paid time off.
“When we have bingo, the lunchroom is absolutely packed,”
says Patrick Koehnen, senior civil engineer at VAA who represented the firm’s leadership team in planning the 2019
Community Caring Campaign. “People buy large numbers of
bingo tickets—more than they can even keep track of—because
it is going to charity.”
“People are really amped for bingo—I was surprised,” says
James Snyder, structural engineer at VAA who co-led the 2019
campaign. “We have all played bingo in the past, but it is more
about the people in the room than it is about the game itself.”
The company pays for all prizes and event costs, allowing

A crowd of VAA employees gather for lunchtime bingo at their office in Minneapolis.

“Fun is a key element
of these efforts.”
JEFF SCHROCK
CEO
VAA

100 percent of employee contributions to make their way
to the participating charities. Around three-quarters of the
total fundraising comes from employee pledges and payroll
contributions, but the lineup of events helps create a companywide buzz that leads to widespread participation.
Approximately 60 percent of VAA employees made pledges for
payroll deductions or online contributions in 2019, and around
90 percent participated on some level by making donations to
various fundraising activities during the two-week campaign.
Other popular events include a company barbecue where
employees line up to try to soak company owners in the dunk
tank and a “treat trolley” offering muffins and candy bars for a
small donation. Employees can also “buy”
a compliment for their colleagues, paying a
few dollars for a card that gets hand-delivered
by someone wearing an inflatable T-Rex
dinosaur costume. Additionally, some events,
such as a session where employees packaged
up donations of rice and detergent, tie in
with the charities being helped.
The 2019 campaign wrapped with a
“The Price Is Right” style game. Everyone
who filled out a pledge form was placed in a
drawing to “come on down” and compete for
prizes. But there was perhaps just as much
excitement for a simpler competition—a
“change challenge” where teams competed
to raise as much money as possible by stuffing their team’s jars full of coins. Employees
Civil Designer Jeremy Lewandowski gets ready to dunk CEO Jeff Schrock during the company’s
could also subtract points from other teams
barbecue to raise money for two local charities.
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The change challenge ended
up raising around $4,500
$4,500—
—
more than any other event
during the two weeks

Left: Partner Brian Utoft receives a hand-delivered
compliment card. Above: Partner Kelsey Brown and Shellie
Mathews, senior project coordinator, fill their team’s jar
during the event’s change challenge.

by putting paper money into those teams’ jars. The challenge
ignited a competitive spark in VAA staffers, who by the end of
the two weeks were shoving $100 bills into other teams’ jars,
hoping to take the top prize of a team outing to a Minnesota
Twins game.
The change challenge ended up raising around $4,500—more
than any other event during the two weeks.
“I went to the bank three times in two days to get rolls of
quarters,” Koehnen says. “There was a deadline, 3 p.m. on a
Thursday. And at 2:59, one employee came and put $1,000 in
quarters in their jar, and they won it all. People were high-fiving
and laughing. In the whole year, I cannot think of another
moment where we have had that much excitement, watching the
clock and counting down.”
COMPANY CULTURE AND COMMUNITY IMPACT

The two-week focus on two local charities—rather than a
broader, longer-lasting campaign—helps employees see the
impact of their efforts, and ultimately motivates them to donate
more money, according to Koehnen.

“I give $1 to Interfaith Outreach &
Community Partners, and they can turn it
into $7 worth of food that you can buy at a
grocery store,” he says. “Those are the stories
we tell to help people understand why we
should donate. If we spread the Community Caring Campaign
out and had an event here and an event there and a thing there,
I do not think we would generate as much money. We certainly
would not have that enthusiasm.”
Jill Kohler, donor engagement manager at Interfaith
Outreach & Community Partners, says that VAA has been an
“unbelievable” partner, and the donations resulting from the
Community Caring Campaign make the company one of the
nonprofit’s biggest donors.
“Rental assistance that keeps a family in their home for a
month costs about $900,” Kohler says. “There are 25 families
right here in our own community who would be homeless today
if not for VAA’s support this year.”
Each year, representatives from Interfaith Outreach &
Community Partners and Second Harvest Heartland attend a
VAA companywide meeting to share information about their
work. Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners helps around
2,000 low-income individuals and families in Twin Cities’
suburbs with resources such as housing, food, employment, and
transportation.

“It is important for me to work for a company that takes
initiative and makes giving back a priority.”
JAMES SNYDER
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
VAA
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“It is great to get
different groups of
people together. It
builds up relationships
within VAA.”
PATRICK KOEHNEN
SENIOR CIVIL ENGINEER
VAA

It is easy to tell when corporate engagement is heartfelt,
Kohler says. “Definitely, at VAA, you have people who are personally invested in this.”
VAA leaders also view the annual campaign as a way to boost
company culture and demonstrate the firm’s values.
“What is easy to get lost is the cultural significance of doing
something like this,” Snyder says. “It is important for me to
work for a company that takes initiative and makes giving back
a priority.”
Koehnen says the two-week campaign is an opportunity for
teams to bond as they develop strategies for activities like the
change challenge. “It is great to get different groups of people
together,” he says. “It builds up relationships within VAA.”
The ultimate aim, according to Snyder, is for the Community
Caring Campaign to be something that employees look forward
to, rather than being a burden or an obligation.
“That is the goal,” he says. “That is what we are really trying
for, and why we pivoted into this kind of style. I think it has
been successful. The feedback has been really good. People are
looking forward to the competition and celebration the event
brings. It is inspiring when you have people who are really
getting into the spirit of things.” ■
Calvin Hennick is a business, technology, and travel writer based in
Milton, Massachusetts.

Other VAA Efforts
Scholarships: Since 2014, VAA has
granted two scholarships each year to
students attending Dunwoody College of
Technology. The program has awarded a
total of $20,000 to Dunwoody students
since its launch.
Job Shadowing: Twice each year, VAA
hosts high school students at its offices
for a job shadow experience, providing an
in-depth look at engineering work. The
most recent event drew 15 students.
Blood Drives: Three to four times per
year, VAA and its employees participate in
blood drives to support the American Red
Cross.
Feed My Starving Children: For the past
three years, employees have participated
twice per year in volunteer events for Feed
My Starving Children, a Minnesota-based
nonprofit that coordinates the packaging
and distribution of food to people in developing countries. In September 2019, VAA
employees hand-packed more than 6,000
meals for children in Haiti.
Habitat for Humanity: VAA employees
have participated in home builds for the
past three years.
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Walk for Animals: For three years running,
Twin Cities employees have raised funds
for this Animal Humane Society event,
collecting more than $1,300 in 2019.

From left: Jeremy Lewandowski, civil designer; Pat Koehnen, senior civil engineer;
Ann Junkerman, marketing manager; Greg Mosier, senior structural engineer;
and Aaron Fortunato, structural engineer, work together filling bags of rice for
Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners.
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